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The Girl with the Broken Wing is a book by Heather Dyer and it’s a good one too! I like it because it’s a comedy and it shows how it would be if angels merged into our world. I got attracted to the book because I saw wings on the front cover and then I read the title which sounded interesting to me. I really liked how the author used her imagination to imagine what kind of chaos would happen if an ANGEL came to school or do other kinds of crazy things.

The book starts off when James and Amanda hear a sound on their skylight and they decide to open it to see what’s there. James opens the skylight and a girl drops down. She looked normal, except for a pair of white flowing wings. Her named turned out to be Hilary and she turned out to be an ANGEL!! After that, James and Amanda found out Hilary had a broken wing. She would have to stay in their house until it healed. James did not like this because they would be hiding her from their mom and dad, which was not going to be an easy task.

When they went to school the next day, they left a note for Hilary to read, with some things to do. The plan worked and Hilary stayed quiet, fortunately, because James and Amanda found out Hilary could not read. She could only read pictures. After that, complete chaos! Hilary did not know when to keep quiet and she always got the wrong impressions. That’s why James did not like her even more. James wished Hilary would leave, and Amanda wished she would stay. And Hilary, she wished she could be on Earth forever!! What happens between these three kids, read on to find out.

I think the people who would like this book are people who are funny and like reading funny books. I think people should read this book because it shows how angels might feel about the real world and how humans would feel about heaven. I really liked the illustrations in this book because they put unreal things in real places. I hope you enjoy this book as much I did. Happy Reading!